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PDF. In electronic format take uphardly any space. If you travel a lot, you can easily download Sacred
Sexuality-Ancient Egyptian Tantric Yoga By Muata Ashby to read on the plane or the commuter.
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Sacred Sexuality in Ancient Egypt explains the symbolism of the erotic scenes illustrat-ing the Turin Papyrus,
which have long been kept from public view. $24.95, paper 264 pages, 8 x 10 283 b&w and 24 full color
images ISBN-13: 978-0-89281-863-1 Sacred Sexuality The Erotic Spirit in the Worldâ€™s Great Religions
GeoRG FeueRStein, ph.D.
Sacred Sexuality Books - bizspirit.com
Sacred Sexuality in Ancient Egypt reveals the intimate details of a society in which sexuality was the dynamic
principle of the divine world, and the cosmic symbolism of religion imbued every level of Egyptian society with
sexual significance.
Sacred Sexuality in Ancient Egypt - Inner Traditions
You do not need to breathe in a 4-part cycle whilst performing this Ancient Egyptian Tantra, all you need to
do is breathe slowly and deeply until the visualization part where you have to breathe in and hold your breath
whilst visualizing the flow of energy.
Ancient Egyptian Tantra - Enlightenment City
And further, if two people, lovers, practice sacred sex, the entire experience can lead them together into
higher consciousness and into worlds beyond this plane. In relationships, a simple sexual principle, as taught
by the ancient Egyptians, can change the energy level within your body and help to bring strength and vitality
into your bodies and your relationship.
Ancient Egyptian Sexual Ankhing by Drunvalo
Sacred Sexuality in Ancient Egypt reveals the intimate details of a society in which sexuality was the dynamic
principle of the divine world, and the cosmic symbolism of religion imbued every level of Egyptian society with
sexual significance.
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